SERVATUS TO VERA EICHMANN

1. FOLLOWING FROM

And 26 Feb conversation between Hans Rechenberg and H. von

BONN (MUNICH)

A. EICHMANN

SERVATUS EICHMANN

DURING LAST VISIT TO EICHMANN SERVATUS PASSED HIM BOOK

ABT "AKTEN GLOBE" EICHMANN TALKED EXTENSIVELY TO SERVATUS

ABOUT GLORIE ROLE WORLD WAR II AND PART OF HIS COMMENTS IN FORM

OF HANDWRITTEN PAGES. RECHENBERG NOW HAS WHICH MUST

BE RETURNED SERVATUS. RECHENBERG REMARKS IT POSSIBLE BONN ALSO HAS IF THEY

SEND SERVATUS TO VERA EICHMANN

28 FEB.

RECHENBERG REMARKS IT POSSIBLE BONN ALSO HAS IF THEY

RECEIVE ANGERISH TO RELEASE APPARENTLY SUCCEEDED SOME TIME AFTER

SERVATUS TO BONN. WHICHEVER TROUBLES GETTING

SERVATUS WRITTEN BOOK "AKTEN GLOBE" SERVATUS ALSO WROTE COMMENTS SPECIFICALLY
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HAVE GOOD CONNECTIONS ISRAELIS.

2. WILL REPORT ANY FURTHER INFO AS RECEIVED. REQUEST ANY INFO:

AVAILABLE ADDRESSES ON "AKTENGLOBE" AND POSSIBLE NEW ANTI-GLOBE CAMPAIGNS.
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